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The Montana Forest and Conservation Experiment Station
The Montana Forest and Conservation Experiment Station was estab­
lished in 1937 to study the forests and forest lands of Montana. The Dean 
of the School of Forestry at the University of Montana is the ex-officio 
Director of the Station.
The Station activities include studies of the growth and utilization of 
timber, the relationship between the forests and water conservation and 
the relation of wildlife to the forest and the domestic stock using the for­
est. The station also studies the establishment of windbreaks, shelterbelts 
and farm wood lots, and collects and publishes statistics relative to the for­
ests and the manufacture of forest products.
The studies are conducted by members of the faculty of the School of 
Forestry, faculty affiliates of the School, undergraduate and graduate stu­
dents pursuing the various forestry curricula and members of the Mon­
tana Wildlife Research Unit.
Field research is conducted by the Station at many sites across the face 
of Montana. The 27,000-acre Lubrecht Experimental Forest near Green- 
ough provides research opportunities under continuing control of the re­
searchers. The laboratories at the University of Montana, Missoula, pro­
vide facilities for Station researchers, along with University facilities at 
the Yellow Bay Biological Station on Flathead Lake and Station facilities 
at Lubrecht.
The School of Forestry at the University of Montana
The School of Forestry at the University of Montana was established in 
1913, twenty years after the University was founded. The School was a 
member of the original group of forestry schools to be accredited by the 
Society of American Foresters and is today one of several schools thusly 
accredited.
Forestry education provides a background knowledge of soils, vegetation, 
water and wildlife and the use of forest lands for sustained production of 
timber and related products, grazing by domestic and wild animals, water­
shed protection and outdoor recreation. The forestry curriculum directs 
the students toward an understanding of the relationship of these elements 
to human institutions.
The four-year and five-year curricula in forestry lead to the degrees of 
Bachelor of Science in Forestry or Bachelor of Science in Resource Con­
servation. The Master of Forestry degree also is offered, as are the degrees 
of Master of Resource Administration, Master of Science in Forestry, 
Master of Science in Resource Conservation and Master of Science in 
Wildlife Management. The Doctor of Philosophy degree is offered in 
Forestry and Plant Science.
The University of Montana
The University of Montana is one of six higher education units operated 
by the State of Montana in its Montana University System. The Univer­
sity is a four-year, coeducational institution excelling in liberal arts, hu­
manities, fine arts, natural sciences, physical sciences, health sciences, ed­
ucation, business, pharmacy, journalism and forestry on the undergradu­
ate level and offering graduate studies in the aforementioned subjects as 
well as law.
Located in Missoula at the hub of five valleys, the University is in a 
mild, semi-arid climate with abundant outdoor recreational offerings 
during each of the four seasons. One of the most rapidly growing cities in 
Montana, Missoula’s population of more than 35,000 persons is supple­
mented by a University community of more than 7,000.
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Timber stands of larch and Douglas fir in western Montana 
usually are harvested by clearcutting, which requires that all 
trees on a given block be cut. Continuous cutting of timber neces­
sitates providing for reforestation so the area may be harvested 
again when the trees reach maturity.
In theory, the clearcutting system provides the essential in­
gredients for the regeneration of a new forest in a few years. New 
forests are started from seed supplied by trees around the perim­
eter of the clearcut and from whatever seed trees may be left on 
the cut area. Clearcut areas, however, do not show equal response 
to natural seeding. Some remain treeless for a decade or so, some 
fill in rapidly with grass and brush and others produce a dense 
stand of tree seedlings within a few years.
The object of this study is to determine the relative importance 
of some of the factors that influence natural regeneration on 
clearcuts where slash has been burned, where the seedbed has 
been prepared by scarifying with a bulldozer, or where no par­
ticular treatment has been used. The information obtained by 
examining clearcuts also helps to determine which of the areas 
have adequate regeneration.
The harvested areas studied ranged in size from 20 to 400 acres. 
They were logged with tractors or jammers and slash, if it created 
a fire hazard, was either piled and burned or broadcast burned. 
The trees which were too small to be merchantable were burned 
with the debris from the logging operation.
Burning reduces the fire hazard and is effective in preparing 
for a new forest by reducing the depth of the duff—the layer of 
organic material that collects on the ground under the standing 
forest. Coniferous tree seeds germinate adequately without any 
particular treatment of the duff, but during the summer the duff 
dries out before the seedling roots can penetrate the mineral soil. 
Slash burning removes much of this organic material. The more 
severe the fire and the drier the duff, the more the depth will be 
reduced, giving seedlings a better chance of surviving the dry 
weather during their first summer of growth.
Earlier findings by Issac (1) indicate that slash fires may pro­
duce micro-site conditions that are unfavorable to seedling sur-
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vival. Through consumption of slash and duff and the blackening 
of the surface soil, the fires can increase surface temperatures 
and evaporation, thereby increasing seedling losses. Some clear- 
cutting operations result in such heavy slash that fire protection 
without slash burning is out of the question. When this condition 
exists, the sheer preponderance of slash material may be a hind­
rance to seedling establishment and survival. In such cases, slash 
burning is likely to result in a greater number of established seed­
lings per acre, although it causes greater seedling mortality than 
would have occurred in the absence of fire.
Where slash is less abundant, protection needs may be satisfied 
by lighter fires that cover only parts of the surface and cause less 
increase in the severity of site conditions. Slash should be left on 
southerly exposures whenever practicable.
Issac (1) concludes with the recommendation that slash be 
broadcast burned on the average Douglas fir cutover in the spots 
where the slash is excessively heavy. This should be supple­
mented with some piling and burning along routes of travel, in 
other places of high hazard and on southerly exposures where it 
is undesirable to broadcast burn.
RESEARCH METHODS
To carry out the objective of this study 21 factors were recog­
nized as having a possible influence upon the amount of regenera­
tion that became established in a given clearcut area. Informa­
tion was recorded on Porta-Punch cards for the age of the clear­
cut, elevation, aspect, position on slope, amount of slope, amount 
of shade, timber type before cutting, regeneration system used, 
volume pex- acre left on the area, status of non-commercial re­
sidual timber, age of seed source, whether the area was seeded or 
planted, direction of nearest seed source, vertical displacement or 
position of the nearest seed source, the distance and species of the 
nearest seed source, amount of animal grazing, original and pres­
ent duff depth, type of seed bed preparation method applied to 
the entire area, and the micro-site condition on the plot resulting 
from the seed bed preparation. More detailed information about 
the measurement of these variables is given in the appendix.
The study was conducted during the summers of 1964 and 1965 
and was limited to areas cut prior to 1962 in the larch-Douglas fir 
and ponderosa pine-Douglas fir forests within a 100-mile radius of 
Missoula, Montana. Areas cut after 1962 were not considered be­
cause insufficient time had elapsed since logging and burning for 
natural regeneration to have occurred. The criterion of stocked or 
unstocked was based on whether any coniferous seedlings were 
found alive on a circular plot 1/500 acre in size (radius 5.26 feet).
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Three first-year seedlings were considered to be the equivalent 
of an established seedling a year or more old. The measure of 
stocking was made on 1,184 plots taken from 50 clearcut areas.
Five lines of sample plots were arranged on every area in order 
to obtain a representative sample. Lines of plots were run north 
and south with the beginning point on the south boundary of the 
clearcut, one sixth of the east-west dimension away from the 
western edge. The sample plots were spaced at two-chain inter­
vals along these lines. The first 20 were on the first line, the next 
20 on the next line to the east, and so on until the last line of 
plots was positioned a sixth of the east-west dimension away 
from the east edge of the clearcut.
The location of stocked plots can be shown graphically for any 
given clearcut area. The “mapping” of the distribution of stocked 
plots was done on an IBM 1620 computer. The Fortran II pro­
gram for this work is in the appendix. Figure 1 is a sample map 
made by the computer to show the location, species and the 
amount of regeneration within a given clear-cut block.
FIGURE 1
The computer map shows location of plots and the number and 
species of the seedlings tallied. The area is 40 chains deep on the 
west side. Zeros indicate parts of strips on which no plots were 
taken, because the clear-cut was less than 40 chains deep at those 
points, and ONO indicates plots with no reproduction. The 
straight line at the bottom of the map represents the south bound­
REGENERATION SURVEY MAP
AREA NO. 29
3 DF ONO 0 0 0
ONO ONO 0 0 0
3 S ONO 0 0 0
3 S ONO 0 0 0
ONO ONO 0 0 0 N
ONO 3 S 0 0 0
ONO 3 S 0 0 0 t
ONO 3 S 0 0 0
3 L ONO 0 0 0
3 S ONO 0 0 0
3DF 3 L 0 0 0
3 S ONO ONO 0 0
3 L 3 L ONO 0 0
3 L 3 S 3 S 3GF 0
3 L 3 S ONO ONO ONO
3GF 12 L ONO 3 S ONO
3GF 3GF ONO ONO 3 S
ONO 3GF ONO ONO ONO
ONO 3 S 3GF ONO ONO
12 L 12LP 3 L 3GF 12 L
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ary of the clear-cut unit regardless of the actual shape of the 
boundary. Legend: 0—no plots; ONO—no seedlings; 3S—three 
spruce; 3L—three larch; 3GF—three grand fir; 3LP—three lodge­
pole pine; 3DF—three Douglas fir.
The effect of the recognized variables on the presence of conif­
erous reproduction was determined by the application of a chi- 
square statistical test. Each of the variables, with several sub­
divisions was divided into two parts to form contingency tables 
indicating the number of stocked and unstocked plots. The 
values found in each cell of these tables were compared to a com­
puted value which resulted from the distribution of all plots ac­
cording to the ratios calculated from the column and line totals 
in the table. Before the frequencies were computed, any sub­
division of a variable with a sum of zero was eliminated, and any 
subdivision of a variable with an expected frequency of less than 
five was combined with its closest neighbor so that all frequencies 
were at least five. The statistical test was applied to as many 
variables as possible from the data available.
The influence of timber type on the area before cutting, the 
present duff depth, the volume per acre of timber left on the area 
after cutting, the status of the non-commercial residual stand left 
on the area after cutting, and the stand reestablishment method 
were not included in the statistical test because of insufficient 
samples in more than one level or subdivision.
The variables of age of clear cut, elevation, aspect, position on 
slope, steepness of slope, age of leave stand, position of and dis­
tance to seed source, and effect of grazing, were all tested for 
each of the three microsite conditions encountered on the plots. 
The three microsite conditions were burned, unburned, or scari­
fied.
The significant chi-square test value indicates dependence of 
the ratio of stocked and unstocked plots upon the variable that is 
being tested, but it indicates nothing of the amount or direction 
of the dependency. Collection of data from many more plots in 
the future could provide more detailed information. Tables No. 
1 through 13 indicate the percentage of plots stocked for the vari­
ables which were found statistically significant.
RESULTS OF THE STUDY
The effect of time since cutting on stocking was significant for 
the scarified microsites, but became highly significant for the 
burned ones. Generally, the longer the time since cutting, the 
better the stocking was on all microsites.
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TABLE 1
AGE EFFECT OF CLEAR-CUT ON STOCKING
No. Years Since 
Cutting










3 32 9 53 23
4 26 36 71 44
5 22 42 61 47
6 39 39 63 56
7 58
10 39 72 38
11 _ _ 76
13 34 62 93 60
All plots 28 39 66 50
TABLE 2
EFFECT OF ELEVATION ON STOCKING











2000-3999 41 35 62 63
4000-4999 33 44 69 51
5000-5999 21 37 69 56
6000-7000 19 30 43 32
All plots 28 39 66 50
Elevation had a highly significant effect on stocking when all 
plots were considered together, but a breakdown of this variable 
into the three microsite condition classes did not show any signifi­
cant effect.
TABLE 3
EFFECT OF ASPECT ON STOCKING
Percent of Plots Stocked
Unburned Burned Scarified All Plots
Aspect Only Only Only Together
North 45 49 78 62
East 27 43 68 50
South 18 26 59 41
West 22 39 61 46
All plots 28 39 66 50
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The effect of aspect was highly significant for each microsite 
condition as well as for all plots considered together, but the ef­
fect of aspect on stocking was not as striking as might be expected. 
At forty-six degrees north latitude, considerable differences in 
micro-climate exist between northerly aspects and southerly as­
pects, and it would appear that stocking advantage should be even 
greater on the more moist north aspects.
The authors observed that where wildfires have burned over 
large areas, south aspects are extremely slow to regenerate. This 
may be due to the severity of summer burns, to shallow soil, to 
the large areas involved without any source of seed, or to a com­
bination of these factors. Intentional fires on clear-cuts are not 
quite as severe as accidental summer fires even under the most 
favorable conditions. Nevertheless, the south and west exposures 
need special consideration in determining the cutting method to 
be employed as well as in treatment of the resulting slash. Larsen 
(5) points out the difficulty of obtaining regeneration on south 
aspects due to extremes in temperatures and drought. He sug­
gests a method of cutting which would provide smaller openings 
and partial shade or shelter. A cutting method such as the shel­
terwood system, which provides the exposure of mineral soil and 
some shade for the young trees, is recommended for the more 
sensitive south and west aspects.
EFFECT OF POSITION ON SLOPE ON STOCKING
TABLE 4
Position Percent of Plots Stocked
. .
on Unburned Burned Scarified All Plots
Slope Only Only Only Together
Lower Third 33 44 68 57
Middle Third 32 35 65 46
Upper Third 13 35 57 38
All plots 28 39 66 50
The position on the slope occupied by a particular clear-cut had 
a significant influence on stocking for unburned plots and for all 
treatments together. The trend indicates that the farther up the 




EFFECT OF STEEPNESS OF SLOPE ON STOCKING
Percent Percent of Plots Stocked
of Unburned Burned Scarified All Plots
Slope Only Only Only Together
0-9 31 40 69 56
10-19 31 34 68 53
20-29 34 48 57 48
30-39 18 39 71 46
40-49 19 31 47 32
50-59 28 40 56 40
60-69 44 36 45
All plots 28 39 66 50
The effect of slope steepness was significant only when the plots 
are considered together. Slopes under 70 percent seemed to have 
little effect on restocking.
TABLE 6
EFFECT OF SEED SOURCE AGE ON STOCKING
Age of the Leave Stand in Years







The seed source age had a highly significant effect on the 
amount of reproduction when all treatments were considered 
together.
TABLE 7
EFFECT OF DIRECTION TO SEED SOURCE ON STOCKING







Direction to the seed source from the plots was significant at 
the 99 percent level of confidence. There was no significance 
when the three microsites were considered separately.
TABLE 8















0-49 58 65 75 67
50-99 42 54 49 48
100-149 41 50 55 48
150-199 45 37 44 42
200-249 38 32 46 39
250-299 52 31 55 49
300-399 30 67 44 41
400-499 67 30 40 48
500-699 58 60 47 55
Over 700 56 20 54 50
All plots 46 47 56 50
The distance from the plot to the seed source had a highly 
significant effect when all plots were considered together, but it 
made little difference whether the position of the seed was up- 
slope, downslope, or across the slope from the plots. The data 
showed significance for across the slope only.
There was no significant reduction in the number of stocked
TABLE 9
EFFECT OF SPECIES IN SEED SOURCE ON STOCKING
Species Most Common 












All species together 50
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plots when the distance from the seed source increased beyond 
the first fifty feet.
The seed of larch and Douglas fir will travel 800 to 1,000 feet 
when borne by drafts of warm air which exist in clearcut forest 
areas during the fall. The air during the day generally moves 
upslope, therefore seeding of the area from a seed source at the 
bottom was as probable as seeding from a seed source at the top 
or sides (Issac 2). Seeds from trees on the top side often fall onto 
the area and are dispersed at distances up to 100 feet even without 
wind.
Species in the seed source was highly significant.
TABLE 10













None 31 41 64 53
Light 32 44 80 56
Heavy 14 21 39 25
All plots 28 39 66 50
Grazing significantly hindered regeneration on burned and 
scarified plots as well as all plots taken together. There was very 
little difference between areas where no grazing was observed 
and areas where grazing was light. On areas designated as re­
ceiving heavy grazing there was a considerable reduction in the 
percentage of stocked plots.
TABLE 11
EFFECT OF ORIGINAL DUFF DEPTH ON STOCKING
Depth of Duff Before 
Any Treatment in 
Inches






4.0 and over 23
The original duff depth had a significant effect on stocking, 
but the effect of increasing amounts of duff is not consistent.
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Duff depths in excess of five inches were seldom found in the 
areas used for this study, but at the four-inch depth there is a 
reduction in stocking.
TABLE 12








All Conditions together 50
The effect of microsite condition on stocking was highly signifi­
cant. The type of the microsite found at the plots was the direct 
result of the particular treatment during the logging and post­
logging operations.
TABLE 13
EFFECT OF AREA SEEDBED TREATMENT METHOD ON STOCKING
Treatment Applied to 













When we examined the effect of the seed bed preparation 
method it appeared that the preparation method was responsible 
for many differences in stocking. These differences resulted in 
highly significant chi-square values. To obtain better tests of the 
effect of the other variables, their resulting values were separated 
by microsite condition. Such condition is the one factor over 
which man has complete control. Roe (3) emphasizes the im­
portance of mineral soil seed bed for the regeneration of larch 
and says "'To single out any one cutting method as the best for 
all conditions is exceedingly difficult . . . When a favorable 
seedbed does not occur naturally or is not provided by the logging 
operation (and it rarely is, in sufficient quantity), other means 
must be employed to improve the seedbed, irrespective of the 
cutting method.” (Roe 4)
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TABLE 14
STOCKING PERCENT COMPARISONS BY GENERAL AREAS
Percent of
Area Plots Stocked
North end of Swan Valley 58
South end of Swan Valley and
Seeley Lake area 58
Lolo Creek 35
Blackfoot Valley 32
East side of Bitterroot Valley 17
All areas combined 50
The Swan Valley area showed the highest percent of plots 
stocked. Much of this regeneration was larch. The Lolo Creek 
area and the Blackfoot Valley area were fairly similar as far as 
timber type was concerned. Most of this area was in the larch- 
Douglas fir type. The areas sampled on the east side of the Bitter­
root Valley were in the ponderosa pine-Douglas fir timber type.
Regeneration of Abandoned Logging Roads Within Clear-Cuts’
Harvesting timber by clear-cutting in mountainous country 
necessitates the construction of many log-hauling roads which are 
used only during the logging operation and are abandoned subse­
quently. Generally, one or two such roads through a clear-cut 
will be maintained as a part of the permanent transportation 
system for the entire management unit, but the remainder of the 
road network used in the logging operation is abandoned. About 
one-tenth of the total area on an average clear-cut is devoted to 
roads (Silen 6) which represents a worthwhile area supposedly 
capable of growing trees. The road bed represents a different 
microsite than that created by logging and burning. Therefore, 
it was decided to observe separately the regeneration that was 
occurring on the abandoned logging roads. The data for the log­
ging road regeneration portion of this report was taken on 24 of 
the 50 clear cuts used for the entire study.
The sampling scheme consisted of examining ten-foot square 
plots laid out on flat portions of the logging roads. The cut-and- 
fill portions of the roads were not considered. Six factors were 
considered in addition to those used for the clear cuts previously 
discussed. The factors were (1) steepness of the road; (2) steep- 
'This section was written by a senior forestry student, Robert Semrad, 
while he was on the National Science Foundation Research Participant 
program at the University of Montana, Missoula.
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Untreated clear-cut after logging
14
Clear-cut treated by windrow slash piling followed by burning
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ness of the hill above the road; (3) depth of the road cut; (4) ma­
terial forming shade competition to seedlings; (5) amount of 
erosion present on the logging road; and (6) depth of the erosion 
on the logging road.
In the examination of regeneration on logging roads, the only 
factors that showed statistical significance above 95 percent level 
for 556 samples were age of the clear cut and elevation. The 
abandoned logging road, however, compares favorably with the 
scarified surface as a seed bed. Once the compaction from log 
hauling has ceased and the soil has had a chance to stabilize, these 
abandoned roads form a suitable seed bed and do not need to be 
considered land wasted for the production of timber.
TABLE 15
CLEAR-CUT AGE EFFECT ON LOGGING ROAD RESTOCKING












The regeneration that appeared on the abandoned logging roads 
was adequate in clear-cuts that were at least five years old. The 
values in Table 15 are highly significant. The logging roads 
were compacted during the logging operation, but soon after the 
truck travel ceased the soil became loose enough through the 
action of the weather to form a satisfactory seedbed for coniferous 
regeneration.
TABLE 16













. e^evation on logging road restocking was highly
sigm ican . The greatest percentage of stocked plots was found 
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between the elevations of 4,000 and 6,000 feet. This may be due to 
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The logging roads examined in this study were on clear-cuts 
of all aspects, at various positions on the slope, at elevations be­
tween 3,000 and 6,000 feet, and from five to thirteen-years-old.
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Comparisons shown in Figure 2 of stocking on logging roads to 
stocking on various other types of seedbeds showed the logging 
roads to be slightly more productive. This increase in produc­
tivity may have been caused by several factors. (1) The compe- 
tion was decreased by removing the previous plant growth. (2) 
Less cover was provided for rodents, so that the seeds had a 
better chance of germinating. (3) The duff was removed, pro­
viding a mineral soil seedbed. (4) The water did not move so 
rapidly over the exposed surface because the roads follow the 
contour of the land, consequently, more water was absorbed by 
the soil. Seedlings were found in the “tracks” of the road as 
well as in the center of the road; however, the seedlings found 
in the tracks were smaller and farther apart than those in less 
compacted areas.
SUMMARY
The status of regeneration following clear-cutting was studied 
during 1964-65, on approximately 50 clear-cut areas within a 100- 
mile radius of Missoula, Montana. The study revealed a minimum 
of six years was needed after cutting in most cases for half of 
the areas to be restocked with coniferous regeneration. After 
eleven years had elapsed, three-fourths of the clear-cut areas 
showed sufficient regeneration.
Several of the statistically significant factors affecting restock­
ing of clear-cuts are summarized as follows: The effect of eleva­
tion was rather broad for areas below 3,000 feet; regeneration was 
better than average for elevations from 3,000 to 6,000 feet; for 
clear cuts above 6,000 feet, regeneration was below average. 
Aspect had a definite effect on stocking, but the effect was not 
as great as might be expected for this latitude. North and east 
aspects showed somewhat greater stocking than south and west.
We believe that seed bed preparation had the greatest single 
effect on stocking. The seedbeds scarified, either by logging or 
intentional treatment, contained the most regeneration and re­
generation on abandoned logging roads was generally adequate. 
Burned surfaces showed a higher percent of regeneration than 
unbumed, but not as great as scarified surfaces. Distance to seed 
source under 1,000 feet did not seem to make as much difference 
in stocking as some of the other factors. Heavy livestock grazing 
retarded stocking somewhat; light grazing seemed to have little 
effect. It generally was observed that regeneration of larch was 
more abundant and appeared sooner after logging than did Doug­
las fir or ponderosa pine. The area covered in the study was not 
as fully stocked as one might like for perfect conditions of forest 
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management, but it was stocked to the extent that with some 
artificial regeneration by planting on the severe sites and on 
places over 1,000 feet from seed, adequate stocking could be 
achieved.
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APPENDIX
When this study was commenced, we realized that there were many 
factors affecting seedling establishment on clear cuts. We attempted to 
recognize as many of these factors as possible and to collect enough infor­
mation so that their relative importance could be assessed by statistical 
test. The data gathered included 23 variables, the code for which follows. 
This code was applied to the standard “Porta-Punch” data card with 40 
columns. The “item” number refers to the column number as shown on 
the sample template for the Porta-Punch; the “code” refers to the number 
punched in the appropriate column, number 9 being the last or bottom 




































































































1/500 acre plots, radius 5.26'
Item
1. Area code—3 digits
Code
1 to 499 used in this study
2. Plot number—2 digits
3. Year of timber cut—2 digits
4. Year of area treatment—2 digits
5. Year data recorded—2 digits
6. Elevation—1 digit
O’-999’___ .______________________0
1000’-1999’ _______________________  1
2000’-2999’_________________ ._____ 2
3000’-3999’________________________ 3
4000’-4999’ _______________________  4
5000’-5999’________________________ 5
6000’-6999’ _______________________  6
7000’-7999’________________________ 7
8000’-8999’________________________ 8
9000’ and over ____________________ 9
Determined by use of aneroid barometer.
7. Aspect—1 digit
north, 315 to 45 degrees ___  0
east, 45 to 135 degrees_____________ 1
south, 135 to 225 degrees __________  2
west, 225 to 315 degrees____________  3
8. Position on slope—1 digit
valley bottom_____________________ 0
lower third_______________________ 1
middle third _________   2
upper third_______________________ 3
ridge top________ ;________________4









90 and over_______________________ 9
This is the slope as measured on the plot with an Abney level.
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10. Shade (permanent shade on the plot by 10 percent classes)—1 digit
0-9 ____________________________0 
10-19____________________________1 
20-29 ____ _______________________ 2 
30-39 ____________________________3 
40-49 ____________________________4 
50-59 ____________________________ 5 




The percentage of shade was found by determining the amount that 
the circular plot was shaded at any given time between the hours of 
10 a.m. and 3 p.m. by herbaceous vegetation or dead material such 
as logs and branches.
11. Timber type on area before cut—2 digits
Douglas fir ______________________ 01
ponderosa pine____________________11
western white pine ______  14
lodgepole pine ____________________15
grand fir ________________________ 33




western larch ____________________ 55
hardwoods _______________________ 70
larch, Douglas-fir _____________ ...... 91
ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir _________92
cedar, hemlock____________________93
cedar, grand fir___________________94
This information was determined by observing the leave stand adja­
cent to the clear cut if the same timber type prevailed. If not, 
records of the timber sale were consulted.
12. Regeneration system used—1 digit
clear cut_________________________ 0
individual seed tree _______________  1
group seed tree __    2
shelterwood______________________ 3
tree selection ____________________  4
group selection_________________   5
accidental fire____________________ 6
This refers to the regeneration system used on the particular area 
as a whole, rather than the situation on a plot.
13. Volume per acre left on the area—1 digit
none___________________________ 0
1 MBM_________________ _____ J 1
2 MBM _______________ ....._______ 2
3 MBM__________________________ 3
4 MBM ______________  _ _____ 4
5, 6 MBM ____________________ 5
7-9 MBM ______________  6
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10- 14 MBM ______________________ 7
15-19 MBM _____________________  8
20 and over MBM ________________  9
14. Basal area of residual stand under 9.1 inches d.b.h.
0-10 sq. ft. _______   0
11- 20 sq. ft.______________________ 1
21-30 sq. ft. _____________________  2
over 30 sq. ft._____________________ 3
This item was obtained by measuring basal area with a 10 factor 
prism at each plot center.
15. Age of the leave stand—1 digit
1- 50 years __ __ _______________  0
50-100 years ____________________  1 
100-300 years __________________ __  2 
over 300 years ___________ ____ ___ 3
This was determined by examining stumps near the timber edge if 
the cutting was done in the same timber type as the leave stand. 
If the leave stand was a different timber type, increment borings 
were made in several dominant trees to determine age.
16. Type of seed bed preparation—1 digit
none ____________________________ 0
broadcast burn____________________ 1
windrow, burn ____   2
lop and scatter (no burn) ______    3
handpile and burn ________________  4
dozer pile and burn________________ 5
This refers to the treatment given the area as a whole following 
the logging operation.
17. Stand re-establishment method—1 digit
no treatment______________________ 0
planted (no seeding) ______________  1
seeded (no seed treatment) ________ 2
seeded (treated seed only) _________ 3
seeded (rodent poison only) .......... — 4
seeded (treated seed and
rodent poison) __________________ 5
planted and seeded (no seed treatment) 6
planted and seeded (treated seed only) 7
planted and seeded (roden poison only) 8 
planted and seeded (treated seed and
rodent poison)--------------------------- 9
This information had to be obtained from timber sale records of the 
land owners.
18. Plot seed source—direction—1 digit
north (315 to 45 degrees) ......  0
east (45 to 135 degrees) ------------------- 1
south (135 to 225 degrees) ---------- -----  2
west (225 to 315 degrees) ----------------  3
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Plot seed source—position from the plot—1 digit
up slope ________ :________________ 0
across slope______________________  1
down slope ______________________  2
Plot seed source—distance to seed source—1 digit
0- 49 feet _____________________  0
50- 99 feet _____________________  1
100-149 feet ____________   2
150-199 feet______________________ 3
200-249 feet ______________________ 4
250-299 feet ______________________ 5
300-399 feet ______________________ 6
400-499 feet ________________ ..____  7
500-699 feet______________________ 8
700 feet and over__________________ 9
Plot seed source—species of seed source—(list one or two)—2 digits
western white pine________________ 0
ponderosa pine___________________  1
lodgepole pine ___________________  2
western larch ____________________  3
Douglas-fir ______________________  4
western redcedar__________________ 5
grand fir ________________________  6
alpine fir_________________________ 7
western hemlock __________________ 8
Englemann spruce_____________    9
The direction of the seed source refers to the direction that the closest 
seed source bears from the plot. The distance to seed source was 
either an estimated or paced distance, measured in feet, to the 
nearest adequate seed source. A group of seed trees was considered 
to be adequate; one seed tree was not considered adequate. When 
the seed source contains more than one species, list first (at left) 
the most promising species from the seed production standpoint and 
list next (at right) the second most promising seed producer.
19. Grazing use—1 digit
wildlife domestic
none none____________________ 0
none light ___________________  1
none heavy __________________  2
light none _____ .____________ 3
light light____________________ 4
light heavy__________ ...______ 5
heavy none _______________ ......... 6
heavy light ___________________  7
heavy heavy __________________  8
Though not one of the “environmental” factors as such, wildlife and 
domestic grazing were considered important in the establishment 
of regeneration. Grazing pressure was arbitrarily considered as 
none, light, or heavy, depending on the estimated use of the area 
by deer, elk, and cattle. This determination was made by observing 
tracks, droppings, and clipping of the plants. Observing animals in 
or adjacent to the areas during the summer helped to ascertain 
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grazing pressure. Areas where animals spent several weeks were 
considered heavily grazed, while areas used by animals in passing 
from one range to another were considered lightly grazed.
20. Original duff depth from undisturbed duff near plot center—1 digit
0.0-0.9 inches _____________________ 0
1.0-1.9 inches _____________________ 1
2.0-2.9 inches _____________________ 2
3.0-3.9 inches _____________________ 3
4.0-4.9 inches ________ -__________ 4
5.0-5.9 inches _____________________ 5
6.0-6.9 inches _____________________ 6
7.0-7.9 inches _____________________ 7
8.0-8.9 inches _____________________ 8
9.0 inches and over _______________  9
There were generally enough places left undisturbed by fire or ma­
chinery in clear cuts where a measure of the original duff depth 
could be made by opening a small slit and inserting a ruler.
21. Present duff depth at plot center—1 digit
The same applies as for item No. 20
22. Duff condition on plot—called microsite condition—1 digit
no treatment_____________________  0
burned __________________________  1
scarified _________________________  2
23. Stocking: List each of the two most numerous species of seedlings
within the plot followed by the number code. If no stocking exists,
punch 8—4 digits
western white pine ___  0
ponderosa pine____________________ 1
lodgepole pine ____________________ 2
western larch _____________________ 3
Douglas-fir ______________________  4
western redcedar______    5
grand fir_________________________ 6
alpine fir ________________________  7
no stocking _______   8
Englemann spruce_________   9
number of seedlings code
1 to 5 seedlings __________________ 0
6 to 15 seedlings _________________  1
over 15 seedlings__________________  2
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